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A VISIT TO THE NATIONAL MUSEUM 
OF SCOTLAND STORES
Port Edgar, 7th September 2000

With the Athens of the North only ten miles 
away, the gentle rain which greeted us at Port 
Edgar could not have contrasted more with the 
warm welcome received in the guardroom of 
the former naval base.

The stores here contain some of the 
collections held as the rural life section of the 
National Museums of Scotland (NMS). Our 
guides were Irene McKay, Elaine Edwards from 
NMS and David Jones from St. Andrews 
University.

To enter such a museum store is to provide 
an amazing opportunity to examine, compare 
and contrast important objects arranged in 
groups of similar items.

The first item of furniture noted was an early 
twentieth century kitchen chair stamped East's 
made by East Brothers of Dundee. The chair is
broadly similar to a contemporary High Wycombe chair but 
with certain design details noticeably different. The Dundee 
factories of Francis East & Co. established in 1864 and East 
Brothers Ltd established 1895 had a massive output and 
supplied chairs for church halls, schools and cafes etc. Links to 
the East family of chairmakers in High Wycombe appears to 
be a distinct possibility.

A Kyst, found in the Carnustie area had previously been the 
property of a bothy labourer. It was made of pine with very 
fine faux grained finish simulating oak, cross banding and 
stringing. The shuttle (till) was well made and despite being 
larger than usual, was said to be typical of such worker's chests.

Several west coast and lowland dressers were then viewed, 
all exhibiting the 'tray top' lipping trim common to many 
highland dressers. Several tables were also in store but one 
was unusual in having only a long central suppoft stretcher 
whereas the usual configuration employs two long parallel 
stretchers which provides the equivalent of a storage rack. Such 
elm topped pine tables usually incorporate three short drawers.

Dresser tops often had racks to hold the plates in the French 
manner of leaning forward as opposed to the English method 
of leaning backwards. These rails or racks were often of 
thicker construction than might have been needed, suggesting 
the use of pre-cut timber. Several tall thin cupboards with 
opposing side doors not only save habitable space but provide 
storage space immediate to the hearth. Two such cupboards 
made out of pine were not only grained to simulate burr 
woods but included skilled jointing and pegged construction.

Several chairs were then examined including a Falkirk 
Windsor with telltale holes (on the opposite side) produced 
by the pointed end of the 'Scottish' auger bit used to create 
the sockets necessary to house the turned spindles. The chair 
has an oak seat but the rest was probably ash. The comb back 
was possibly cut short at a later date. The Windsor was found 
at Mumrills Farm and was assigned to the Darvel/New Mills 
tradition.

The collection also included a number of 'Glasgow pattern' 
chairs made in birch combining typical features such as 
double stay rails and a dyked seat. A variant of this chair 
incorporated a buffine which is essentially a drop-in seat 
cushion held in place by the lip of the seat frame.

Many Girnals (meal bins) had a grained finish applied to 
their pine carcass which was often shaped and decorated in 
the form of a piece of furniture such as a bureau, a fine chest 
of drawers or even a davenport. Here the graining might 
simulate oak, burr or flame mahogany. A fancy wooden bath 
with corked interior and a built in soap rest was found with 
the usual fine quality graining.

The many different creepies (stools), which we viewed 
ranged from mahogany versions carved with names to plainer 
versions utilising a pine plank construction. Small ones may 
have been carried to the Kirk. These had a hole in the top 
which no doubt assisted their carrying and yet others had a 
handle sized hole for such a purpose.

Long benches made for bothies (fig. 4) varied both in terms 
of their quality of construction and dimensions; those with 
deep seats affording more comfort to the sleeper and were 
known in the Highlands as resting chairs. They often included 
drawers or a built in cupboard and one showed residual signs 
of a built in folding table formerly positioned in the middle of 
the bench.

Much outbuilding furniture was also preserved; craiks 
(sheep shearing tools), stowing stools (for the slaughter of 
pigs), neeps stools (for slicing root vegetables, such as swede) 
and other fascinating but unusual furniture items.

Sundry beehives made in both simple and elaborate quality 
basketware were also held in the collection.

I had to depart slightly before the tour finished but such a 
great collection of items and such excellent guides made for a 
most memorable and enjoyable day. The stores may be cold 
but the collections of furniture would warm any interested 
party. Thank you to everyone.

Simon Feingold


